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Greetings from Ndlovu Fencing, South Africa's smallest,
newest and yet most experienced distributor of electric
fencing energisers and accessories. This may all sound a
bit kish - newest and yet most experienced - however, I
assure you the enterprise is as South African as koeksuster
and Yebo Gogo. Between Singh and me, we together
chalk up 33 'not out' years of service to the South African
Electric Fencing Industry.

Singh may recently have had to retire from the field of play
for a short while, and I have had to change my bat, but it is
once again the same old team back on the fireld with one
goal in mind: to reintroduce capital C's into the concept,
Customer Care.

TOTAL CUSTOMER CARE
So, how do we propose to achieve Total Customer Care? Well, firstly we had to find a quality product
that would meet your needs. This, I am now confident, we have achieved. When last in New Zealand ,
back in 1994, I noticed a subtle change in the Electric Fencing Industry. The numbei of companies
producing electric fencing products had declined, but the quality of the products bein-e produced had
improved dramatically. Life at the top is now a 10t more competitive.

STAFIX
one brand that really caught my eye and which appeared to be making big inroads into the market i.vas
a product called, STAFIX. Those of you Galtagher dealers who have been around for a while, may
recall that Gallagher, before they started producing their own, used to distribute STAFIX strip-grazingreels' Both companies however, have subsequently gone their independent ways and each now
produces their own complete range of Electric Fencing products. STAFIX, with assistance from the
University of Auckland, ate now producing a truly impiessive range of energisers.

PRODUCT TESTS
We imported a sample range of STAFIX energisers for evaluation purposes. We then had them tested
by that doyen of Electric Fencing boffins in South Africa, the one, and definitely only, Rod Kloka.
Now, as you all know, Rod can tell the difference between an energiser, a prodder, and a spark plug.
He has passed judgement on the STAFIX products he tested. His verdict........ they are definitely
energisers and energisers out of the top draweiat that!

Seriously though, a second independent test endorsed Rod's conclusion. Exciting stuff and ,uve rvill
soon be sending you further information on the STAFIX range.

SECURITY PRODUCT
Next we looked at the security rangq and here we decided to stay with the tried and tested. We will be
marketing a basic single channel mtnitor, the RT 2oo, and our orvn Electro-Guard range. Our research
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indicated that the majority of end users want a system that delivers a healthy kick, is user friendly to
operate, is easily serviceable, and has the capability of triggering a number of alarm devices. our
systems provide all these features at competitive prices.

ACCESSORIES
Accessories' as you all know, now appear to be available even from your local corner Cafe. We have
limited our range to the essentials, und I o* sure you will find our prices most competitive.

DELIVERY
Next' on to Singh's invaluable contribution. Singh undertakes, when you order, to supply you with the
correct products, in the correct quantities, to theiorr".t place, at the.oo..t time. If there is a stockingglitch, he will inform you promptly. This undertaking is backed by a guarantee that should Singh not
meet this undertaking his guts will make you an excellent pair of gu.t"rr.

N{ODUS OPPERANDI
A question I have been asked by many dealers is how do we propose to distribute our product range?
The answer is quite simple - we will sell to any dealer who wants to trade with us. In other words, we
are not asking anybody to give up his or her existing product range. We, however, intend to provide a
service, both pre and post sale, that will encourag" dlaiers to want to handle our product range.

So' no lengthy one-sided dealer agreements. (our mistake in the past and I apologise for it.) Just a
simple credit application for those requiring credit. (This credit application form will give our terms
and conditions of business.) should ciedit be granted, it will be strictly monitored, and assuming the
conditions of business are adhered to, we will trade in an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect and
have fun r'vhile we clo so. Cognisance will hcwever be taken of each individuals locaiity and situation
and we will not over trade an area.

CHEERS
well, that's enough of a first trumpet from the trunk of Nellie, the Ndlovu Trumpeter. Ndlovlr, as
all Natalians know, is the Zulu word for eiephant, and, as we all know, Ndlovus staft out life as little
Dumbos but soon grow into big Jumbos, capable of making a lot of noise. They are also capable ofdoing quite a bit of damage to the opposition when they stomp. So here's to our young pachyderrr-
growing up fast and with a little trumpeting, and a bit ofitomping, establishing a place for himself in
the electric fencing market.

Thank you all once again for your support in the past. Singh and I really look forward to renewing old
friendships.

Till then a few words of wisdom: Turnover =
Profit =
Cash Fiow =

vanity
sanity
reality

So here's to you all being a bunch of Sane, Vain, Realists!

c

Kind regards


